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Warsaw, 25th of October 2018 

 

Police Headquarters 

 

Metropolitan Police Headquarters 

 

Interministerial Team for Counteracting Propagation of Fascism and Other Totalitarian Systems 

and Crimes Inspired by Hate on the Background of Nationality, Ethnic, Racial, Religious 

Differences or because of their Atheism 

 

President of the Capital City of Warsaw 

 

Ministry of National Education 

 

Mazovia’s Board of Education 

 

 

Dear Sir or Madam,  

On the 10th of November, a day before 100th anniversary of Polish independence, will take a 

place “Ku Niepodległej” concert (eng. “Towards Independence” concert), organized by “Niklot” 

Association for Tradition and Culture, referring to the pre-war, nationalistic and neopagan 

philosophy, the Zadruga’s group 

This event is a private event, with regulations that prohibit, among others photographing and 

filming the concert, and to the entrance to the concert authorizes the purchase of bricks – 

donation- for statutory purposes of the "Niklot" Association. Therefore, the place of the concert 

is not known, apart from the fact that it will be held in Warsaw. There is no doubt that this is a 

way to bypass the provisions of Polish law, which prohibit incitement to hatred on the basis of 

race, ethnicity, nationality, religion or on the background of atheism. 

However, it is certain, that these provisions will be violated, because the majority of performers 

of this concert are bands, which are openly using extreme nationalism, proclaiming slogans 

about the supremacy of the white race and the "dirt" of the others. One of the bands – “Obłęd” – 

in a song “Banda świń” (eng. “Group of pigs”) sings: “ You wanted my death, left-wing dog, 

because I did not believe in multi-culture? I do not intend to share my fate, when there will be a 

command, I will grab a weapon. I have my own homeland and pure blood. I will not let the 

carcasses go to slaughter. And you, among cries of 'Allah Akbar', kneel in the sand and put out 

your neck”.  

Different performer, which list is available on the organizer’s website, „Legion Twierdzy 

Wrocław” band, in a song „Plaga” ( eng. Plague) sings "Black clouds over Europe. A mass of 



strangers, dirty races. You must face it. You have to fight, it's time! Stand in the ranks of the 

White Army. Protect the purity of your blood. " 

To the participation in the concert was also invited a Swedish band „Code 291”, which name 

refers to the article of Swedish police, determining the crime committed by immigrants; and 

band’s vocalist on his chest presents tattooed swastika.   

 

The Open Republic Association from years, together with numerous of non-profit organizations, 

alarmed and tried to prevent organization of “Towards Independence” concerts, pointing to 

performers’ proclamation of racist, xenophobic, full of contempt for another human beings 

slogans 

 

We are aware that this year's edition of the concert leaves a small field of action for the law 

enforcement agencies and representatives of the City Hall. However, we believe that it is the 

duty of decent people to alert about similar phenomena and pay attention to the difficulties with 

enforcing Polish law. Silence in this situation would be unambiguous to consent, even if only 

symbolic. 

 

We therefore appeal to you - representatives of the Police, public and educational authorities - 

with a request to take all possible legal permissible interventions that would prevent the 

organization of the "Towards Independence" concert. 

 

At the same time, we turn to the Board of Education in Warsaw, so that this letter, which is a 

warning, will be directed to the directors of schools, educators and parents. Keeping away young 

people from participation in concerts that poison their minds and hearts with hatred and 

intolerance is the duty of everyone who influences the formation of young people attitudes. 

  

Paula Sawicka                      Marek Gumkowski  

 

Chairwoman of The Program Council             President of the Board  

 

 

 

 

 


